
Accommodation / Arrival / Food Arrangement Details 
 
Accommodation Details: 
 
Accommodation for the resource persons and faculty staffs is arranged in the Hotel Tune. This 
hotel is just opposite of our IIT Gandhinagar's Chandkheda Campus (Vishwakarma Engineering 
College Campus). The exact address of Hotel Tune is: 4 D Square, Visat Gandhinagar Highway, 
Near D Mart, Motera, Ahmadabad, Gujarat 382424, Phone: 079 4063 8863. 
 
Accommodation for some of the faculty staffs and six departmental candidates from ASI is 
arranged in our guest house at Shriti Ratna Avenue 304 and 402. This guest house is behind our 
IIT Gandhinagar's Chandkheda Campus (Vishwakarma Engineering College Campus). The exact 
address of the Guest house is: Shiti Ratna Avenue, Sona Cross, New CG Road, Ahmadabad, 
Gujarat 382424. 

For all student participants and a few staffs the accommodation has been arranged in the 
Apartment Hostel "Ashok Vihar". This hostel is just opposite the State Bank of India, Next to 
VGEC ((Vishwakarma Engineering College, in which IIT Gandhinagar the venue is located) 
Campus, Chandkheda, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India - 382424 

From Hotel Tune and Ashok Vihar the delegates are expected to walk over to the venue. From 
guest house our cab will bring the delegates. 
 
Arrival: 
 
All resource persons will be received on their arrival by our office. 
 
All faculty participants and students are requested to come on their own to the place of stay and 
venue. 
 
From Air port: On your arrival to Airport please take an auto to the hotel/guest house/hostel. The 
price is Rs. 200/- Sometime the auto driver may ask for 250/- 
 
From Ahmadabad Railway Junction: 
On your arrival to Ahmadabad Junction (Kalupur) you can take either of the following mode to 
reaching the hotel: 
 
1. The best option is walk out of the Station through Kalupur gate (platform 1). Cross the road 
and you will find BRTS bus ticket counter "Janmarg". Buy a ticket for VGEC (Vishwakarma 
Government Engendering College). Price of the Ticket is Rs. 20/-. These AC buses are in 
frequency of 10 minutes and they are clean, spacious. This BRTS bus takes a special route to 
come faster. It takes about 40 minutes to reach VGEC campus gate. Our IIT Gandhinagar is 
located in VGEC campus and the hostel (place of your stay) is opposite to that.  
 
2. Else you can take an auto auto to the hostel/hotel/guest house. The price will be less than Rs. 
200/-. 



Food Arrangements: 
 
For people staying in hotel breakfast will be served in the Hotel itself; 
For people staying in Ashok Vihar and Shriti Ratna Breakfast will be served in Ashok Vihar. 
There will be a vehicle to bring the people from Shriti Ratna to Ashok Vihar at 9 AM 
 
Dinner for all is arranged in Hotel Tune whereas packed lunch to all will be provided on the 
workshop venue. All of you can walk across the road to reach the venue every day. 
Food arrangements from our side start with dinner of 9th and ends with lunch on 14th August 
2015. 
 
For your convenience a location map the venue and accommodation places is appended. 
 
 

 
 
 


